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Points for Today

 What is a Carton?

 Who is Carton Council Canada?

 How are Cartons Recycled?

 Why Recycle Cartons?

 Tools for Schools
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What Constitutes a Food and Beverage Carton?
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1

No wax or “waxy coating”

Multi-layer design provides protection against light, air and harmful bacteria

Refrigerated “gable top” Shelf stable “aseptic”
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Who is the Carton Council? 

 Voluntary industry organization

 Competing companies working 

together to grow the recovery and 

recycling of used cartons 

nationwide
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The Carton Recycling Process
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Carton Recycling Process - Video
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Carton Recycling Process

Empty 

cartons are 

placed in 

recycling bin

Cartons and 

other 

recyclables are 

transported to a 

MRF

Cartons are 

sorted into 

bales (Grade 

#52)

MRFs sell 

carton bales to 

brokers or end-

markets

Cartons are recycled 

at…

Option 1: Paper mill 

Option 2: Facility that 

makes green building 

materials
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Best Value for Cartons is by Sorting Them into Grade #52 

Pulp
Poly/Alu

Whole Cartons

Building Materials

Tissue and Paper Products

Molded Plastic Products 

Repulping
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Recycling is an Important Part of a Circular Economy 

According to the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, a circular economy is based on the principles of 
designing out waste and pollution, keeping products and materials in use, and regenerating natural 
systems.

Recycling cartons 

saves trees, 

electricity and 

decreases air 

pollutants
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Carton Recycling is Growing!

As of 2018, the cartons 

recovery rate in Canada 

is 60%. This represents a 

46% increase over the 

last eight years! 



End Markets for Used Cartons

Great Lakes Tissue

Sustana Fiber

Continuus Materials

Ecomelida
ANNOUNCED

Kimberly-Clark de México

(Bajio & Ecatepec)

Thailand

India

Malaysia

South Korea

Japan
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School Recycling 
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Schools Generate Cartons

104 M cartons are consumed in 

Ontario schools alone each year.

This translates to > 1,000 tonnes 

of cartons generated in Ontario 

elementary schools alone yearly.

One Ontario elementary student 
consumes aproximately 77 servings 
of juice and milk each year. 
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Tools for Schools

 Cartons must be empty (but rinsing is not 

mandatory)

 Use “slush”/dump bucket for leftover liquids 

 Clear labelling of bins

 Don’t flatten cartons

 Best practice guide available at: 

cartonopportunities.org (click on Schools)

Best Practices for Carton Recycling in Schools
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Tools for Schools
Waste Audits

Tracking milk 

cartons and drink 

boxes separately 

as part of your 

waste audit allows 

you to determine 

whether all those 

containers coming 

into your school 

are actually being 

captured in the 

recycling stream
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Tools for Schools

 Lesson plans for grades 1-3 & 5-6 available at simplyrecycle.ca/carton-recycling/

 In-class carton recycling kit (blender + sieve) - Google “Recycling demonstration 

Tetra Pak packages” for demonstration video

 Other real world examples available online

Curriculum Resources
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Questions?


